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I. DIRECT Approach [Acts 2:23, 38] 
Bible Example: PETER. Usually someone comfortable with 
speaking directly and not dancing around the issues.  

Characteristics: CONFIDENT, ENGAGING, STRAIGHTFORWARD. 

Cautions:  

II. INTELLECTUAL Approach [Acts 17:2-3a] 
Bible Example: PAUL. Someone who tends to enjoy discussing 
deep truths and thinking through the issues.  

Characteristics: INQUISITIVE, ANALYTICAL, LOGICAL 

Cautions:  

III. TESTIMONIAL Approach [John 9:24-25] 
Bible Example: HEALED BLIND MAN. Someone who tends to 
relate their experiences well to others and enjoys sharing what 
God has done in their lives.  

Characteristics: STORYTELLER, AUTHENTIC, ACTIVE LISTENER 

Cautions:  

IV. SERVING Approach [Acts 9:36]  
Bible Example: TABITHA. Someone who enjoys other people 
and demonstrates God’s love through acts of mercy and 
kindness.  

Characteristics: SELFLESS, COMPASSIONATE, ACTION-ORIENTED 

Cautions: 

V. RELATIONAL Approach [Luke 5:29] 
Bible Example: LEVI [MATTHEW]. Someone who tends to be 
very warm and friendly with others on a personal level.  

Characteristics: HOSPITABLE, CONVERSATIONAL, FRIENDSHIP 

Cautions: 

VI. INVITATIONAL Approach [John 4:28-30, 39] 
Bible Example: WOMAN AT THE WELL. Someone who is great 
at rallying people together, including others in what they’re doing.  

Characteristics: WINSOME, INTERPERSONAL, PERSUASIVE 

Cautions: 

 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. How did you hear and respond to the gospel? Was it through 

a radio or TV program, or some other impersonal method? Or, 
was it through a friend or family member reaching out to you?   

2. Which Outreach Approach(es) did you most relate to? How 
might affirming this help you in personal evangelism? 

3. Discuss why it is important to be yourself when reaching out to    
    others. We want to serve in our strengths but we must also be  
    cautious about being too rigid in our outreach approach. Read      
    1 Corinthians 9:19-23 and discuss why this is so. 

4. Pastor Daniel noted that there is a ‘gift of an evangelist’ or 
evangelistic ministries that equip the church [that’s you and 
me] for evangelism, but biblically evangelism is a spiritual 
discipline not a spiritual gift. It is not reserved for those who 
are more outgoing any more than Bible study is reserved for 
those who are really studious. How can understanding it as a 
discipline motivate you to pursue growth in evangelism?  

Be courageous (and obedient to Christ), create a top ten list and 
begin to prayerfully reach out to them with the gospel. Ask God 
to go before you to make the opportunities clear and to prepare 
their hearts for your sharing His love with them. He will! :)


